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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:  
For the Lord to neutralize and destroy the coronavirus worldwide. 
For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun 
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA, Against 
all the UN troops already in America and  coming here, Against the coming 
created Ebola pandemic caused by the GMO Ebola vaccines and all the infected 
Congolese migrants on US soil, For Gods intervention regarding all the weather 
warfare to destroy crop yields for 2020, For Gods intervention with the CA 
wildfires & Directed Energy Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding 
this to be destroyed, For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians 
worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s) 
Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would result in the 
"extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That President Trump 
Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All Planned 
Pandemics Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito 
Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The Illegal 
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern 
border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 42,000 
Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire 
Earth—2020 is when this really gets cranked up, For All Christians to wake up 
and spread the gospel and push back against all their freedoms being taken 
away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the witchcraft 
being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and 
destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the plans & 
wickedness of high level politicians, For President Trump to do the right thing 
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory 
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them, 
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to 
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the 
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima 



Nuclear Radiation Contamination & Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down 
Worldwide, Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, 
Against Further Vote Rigging, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, 
Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in 
America, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America 
and Canada,  For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle 
colliders worldwide & the eradication of the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The 
eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex 
trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ movement and against the 
normalization of all child molestation and sexualization of teens, children & 
babies, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in 
all evil networks, For the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality 
pornography and snuff film sources and businesses, For the Supreme Court to 
overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned 
Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from 
their owners and employees, For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail 
programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave 
Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, 
For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false flag 
events—Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party 
and ALL Democrats running for president—Against the wickedness being 
perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the dominant streaming content 
producers—Against  the pop culture rock and rap music industry—Against the 
wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—
Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism--Every level of government that has by 
hijacked by wickedness—Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families 
of the Illuminati—Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public 
schools. ++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize, 
destroy and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips or 
implants in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked 
bacteria, viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate, 
neutralize, destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have 
gotten into our bodies.  

 
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 
Reagan: 



 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 

 
+1+ 2nd Wave of locusts – 20 times the size of the first wave now threatens 
millions more in Africa 
Weeks before the coronavirus spread through much of the world, parts of Africa 
were already threatened by another kind of plague, the biggest locust outbreak 
some countries had seen in 70 years. Now the second wave of the voracious 
insects, some 20 times the size of the first, is arriving. Billions of the young 
desert locusts are winging in from breeding grounds in Somalia in search of fresh 
vegetation springing up with seasonal rains. Millions of already vulnerable people 
are at risk. And as they gather to try to combat the locusts, often in vain, they risk 
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spreading the virus — a topic that comes a distant second for many in rural 
areas. 
OUCH! Giant Asian Hornets that can ‘kill with a single sting’ to invade virus-
stricken US...Asian hornets were first spotted in the U.S. in Washington during 
December of 2019!  
Overnight, FIFTEEN Volcanoes Worldwide, Erupted! 
Volcano "Krakatoa" Erupts in Indonesia - Ash & Lava 14km in the sky! 
Given the fact that COVID-19 is presently a plague attacking the human race, 
gigantic swarms of locusts are a pestilence ravaging huge portions of entire 
countries from Africa to the Middle East, earthquakes are taking place in areas 
where they generally do not, and now volcanoes all over the planet are erupting, I 
think it might be a good guess that something really big is going on.   Perhaps 
the kind of thing that makes folks maybe want to pay attention and get right with 
God. 

 
FOOD SHUTDOWN: Farmers Told to "QUIT FARMING" 
Play: https://youtu.be/m4jr0wkt7HY 

 
FOOD SHORTAGE WARNING!!! 
Play: https://youtu.be/J_4gKY04RQ4  

 
Security In California Grocery Stores 
Play: https://youtu.be/pl6segqhcwI?t=185 

 
Current Event Headlines 
DEATH TOLL PASSES 20,000 IN USA 
APPLEGOOGLE PLAN TO TRACK INFECTED 
FEAR OF SECOND WAVE IN SUMMER 
CITIES BEGIN CANCELING FOURTH OF JULY EVENTS 
FEDS COVER-UP NURSING HOME DEATHS 
New York City burying coronavirus victims in a MASS GRAVE in Hart Island, The 
Bronx 
Kentucky Will Track Down Easter Worshipers Using License Plates...  
Passenger dragged off Philly bus by 10 cops for not wearing face mask... 
The State-Ordered Shut Down of "Non-Essential" Businesses Violates the Ninth 
Amendment and the "Commerce clause" of the US Constitution 
U.S. headed for “unprecedented housing crisis” as mass evictions loom 
Anyone who contradicts the corrupt, communist-run WHO is now in automatic 
violation of YouTube’s policies 
DEMONSTRATORS SWARM STATE CAPITOL TO PROTEST FORCED BUSINESS 
CLOSURES Protesters interrupted the governor’s coronavirus press briefing   
Coronavirus traces found in Massachusetts wastewater at levels far higher than 
expected So NO ONE SHOULD BE DRINKING ANY WATER THAT HAS NOT BEEN 
FILTERED THROUGH A WATER PURIFIER CAPABLE OF ANTI-VIRAL FILTERING!   
Record Bankruptcies Predicted as Unemployment Soars... 
DEBT TOPS $24 TRILLION...  
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Coronavirus can reactivate; 51 recovered patients test positive again... 
Mysterious Heart Damage...  
Eye pain new symptom? 
1 out of 4 people in the Charlotte area didn't pay April rent  
Sixty percent of Americans won’t be able to cover basic necessities in a month or 
less because of the quarantine 
PUMP MAX: Fed Seizing Control of Entire Bond Market...  

 
+2+ Mountains of Unsold Vegetables 'Rot In The Sun' Due to Restaurant Closures 
--For First Time In History Every State Under A Federal Disaster Declaration 
Simultaneously--Oakland to Close 74 Miles of City Streets While In Lockdown-- A 
Shocking 17 Million Americans Have Filed for Unemployment In Past 3 Weeks-- 
Here Comes The US Federal Reserve Digital Dollar! NetCents Declares Readiness 
For Shift 
Play: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtwV7emdIFQ&list=UUFjOi1ZpZVErr8EYxg8t1
dQ&index=1  

-----Original Message----- 
From: elaine  
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10:47 AM 
To: Elaine  
Subject: Listener Comment: After Pestilence-Famine 
Why would famine follow the coronavirus pestilence? Farmers have full fields of 
ripe  produce ready to be harvested, but the government cut back on migrant 
workers to do the work. There are no markets to buy the produce. All the big 
chain restaurants, schools, casinos, Cruise ships, have closed and aren’t buying 
any groceries and then you have the food banks going low on fresh produce. The 
farmers are forced to plow under the ripe fields. They can’t afford to pay pickers 
to pick when there’s nowhere to sell the product. The supply chain has been 
disrupted. Dairy farmers have no market for their milk, so they just pouring it out 
on the ground. No one will pick it up to sell it. It’s going to take ingenuity to figure 
out a new distribution plan. But if we don’t have a new plan, food supply will stop. 
Then what?  I sort of enjoyed being able to eat. How about you? Maybe more 

empty shelves in the supermarket with no produce. 🙁 

And for spiritual insight , God has a word to consider from Ezekiel 14:13:  
Son of man when the people of this land Sin against me by trespassing 
grievously, I will stretch out my hand upon it, I will break their staff of bread and I 
will send famine to destroy both man and beast. 
What sin? How about idolatry, abortion, gay marriage, drug use, opioid and 
marijuana use, corruption, greed, theft, domestic violence, laziness. 
What happened to???: THE GOLDEN RULE. 
And you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with 
all your mind,  with all your strength and you shall love your neighbor as yourself. 
Repent or get ready for famine. 
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REPENTANCE IS THE KEY:THIS IS WHAT THE LORD HAS BEEN GIVING ME FOR 
THIS HOUR AND WHY INTERCESSION NEEDS TO INCREASE IN THE BODY:  
Repentance is key in this hour from His people because He has given His people 
power to stand in the gap! Ezekiel 22:30 says "I sought from among them who 
should build up the wall and stand in the gap before me for the land, that I would 
not destroy it, but I found none." The previous verses describe the condition of 
the people which sounds much like America and around the world . We are in 
tribulation, and the very nature of God demands that He judge sin and destroy it, 
but His heart of great mercy and love looks for ones that will walk before Him with 
His Truth, Love, and Mercy and Stand in the Gap to give Him a choice! He wants a 
Choice, so that all that could come would come unto Him. He said He sought for a 
man that would STAND BEFORE HIM on BEHALF OF.... WE, His people are to 
stand between God and the people! We are Priests and Kings. In Numbers 16:46-
48, " Moses told Aaron to take the censor, put fire upon it and lay incense on it, ( 
the incense representing intercession,) and run into the midst of the  
congregation to make atonement for the people. We are not the atonement, we 
are His voice of decreeing and declaring His Truth to bind the works of darkness 
that try to hold the people captive. As he swung the censor back and forth, he 
created a beautiful picture of our Lord hanging on the cross between 2 theives, 
one seeking redemption, the other dying in unbelief. Aaron stood between the 
living and the dead and the plague was stayed. We as His people need to stand in 
the Gap with HIS WORD OF POWER THAT WILL BRING DELIVERANCE! God is 
working on the hearts of the sleeping church and the unsaved to make them 
ready for the Redemption. The fields are becoming white for harvest because of 
the troubles on the earth. God is using all of this to break them down and soften 
their hearts to bring them in. Satan would love to disrupt the timing of the Lord 
and push His agenda ahead, but this is not his time, This is a time that God is 
shaking it all up, looking at the body to watch what she will do, giving her a 
chance to repent and to come into her place of Holiness and Righteousness to do 
the works of His hands! To occupy till He comes!  
Isaiah 26:9 says: for only when your judgements are in the earth will the 
inhabitants of the world learn righteousness, so we are falling on our faces 
asking that in Your judgement oh God, remember Mercy, just as You did over our 
souls!  
…As all of these things are coming upon the world, the church needs to repent 
and come back to Holiness and Righteousness living for Him in full surrender, so 
we can take our rightful place to stand in the gap so the backslidden and the 
unsaved would have thirst and hunger, sight and hearing returned to them so 
they could repent and return to the Lord! 
THIS IS A CALL THAT SO MANY CHRISTIANS NEED TO GRASP, THAT WE ARE 
TO BE REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH!--SUSAN Y. 

 
THIS IS NOT A TEST, ELITES WILL BE GOING TO STAGE 2 
Play from: (Mute at 13:25 to 13:40 & 18:45 & 19:57 to 20:05) to 21:00: 
https://youtu.be/YsVBvESOrVA?t=671  
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Dr. Anthony Fauci is continuing Obama’s mission to cripple America and turn it 
into a vaccine police state 
In the last few days, Dr. Fauci has demanded that the entire nation remain locked 
down until every last infection is snuffed out. He wants the entire population to 
remain in quarantine lockdowns, in other words, until no more new infections are 
detected across the entire country. This is an impossible standard to achieve and 
would likely result in the whole country being locked down for a year or more, 
utterly destroying what’s left of the US economy. 
It should be no surprise this was always part of the plan to destroy personal 
health freedom and roll out a medical police state run by vaccine zealots. Dr. 
Fauci is a puppetmaster for the vaccine industry and claims nothing can stop the 
virus except a non-existent vaccine. As part of the NIH, Dr. Fauci helped funnel 
hundreds of millions of dollars in taxpayer money into the biological weapons / 
vaccine industry (it’s the same industry, just two different faces). He’s currently 
downplaying hydroxychloroquine + zinc, a combination that has so far achieved 
an astonishing cure rate among coronavirus patients, because he’s trying to 
position his buddies in the vaccine industry to reap windfall profits from whatever 
vaccine they come up with, which will of course be heralded as the savior of 
humankind. 
Until the vaccine is ready, Dr. Fauci wants to keep everybody locked in their 
homes, perhaps for an entire year to come. As Tucker Carlson correctly 
observers, this is tantamount to “national suicide.” 
Related: An Unwelcome Milestone: Payouts for Influenza Vaccine Injuries Exceed 
$900 Million 

Making Satanic Tech More Palatable--This potential coronavirus vaccine could be 
as easy as sticking on a bandage--Instead of a shot, a small patch with hundreds 
of tiny needles that dissolve--Our team of Pitt and UPMC scientists hope to be 
able to test this vaccine in people very soon. 
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/this-potential-coronavirus-vaccine-could-be-
as-easy-as-sticking-on-a-bandage-2020-04-08?mod=bnbh 

 
COVID-19 VACCINE: LIKE WAITING FOR A SATANIC UNICORN--A vaccine that 
has failed to be released for decades due to deadly problems that modify our 
DNA!!!!!!! 
Play: https://youtu.be/niaJnz9SqCs 

 
A Frantic Bill Gates Spending Billions In All-Out Blitzkrieg To Be First To Create 
Coronavirus Vaccine And Digital ID, Funding 7 Factories At Once 
In a clip released from Friday’s episode of The Daily Show, Gates said his foundation, 
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, is moving forward with building 
manufacturing capacity for the seven vaccine candidates to save time, as the 
novel coronavirus continues to spread throughout the world.  “Even though we’ll 
end up picking at most two of them, we’re going to fund factories for all seven 
just so we don’t waste time in serially saying ‘ok which vaccine works’ and then 
building the factory,” Gates told The Daily Show host Trevor Noah. 
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If you had a dream of controlling the global population through abortion and 
vaccinations, as Bill Gates has oft repeated is his dream, how much money do 
you think it would take to fulfill that dream? Think about it, how much cold, hard 
cash would it take to force every, single person on planet earth to receive a 
vaccination and a digital ID to go with it? 10 billion, 30 billion, one hundred 
billion? The final figure doesn’t matter because Bill Gates is about to see his 
lifelong dream come true. Right now. 7 factories at the same time?  
It’s no secret, Bill Gates has shouted from the housetops for decades now what his 
plan was, read about it here if you’re not up to speed. All he needed to make it all 
come together was a ‘perfect storm crisis’ that would affect the whole world, so 
he would have the excuse to give the whole world an injection and digital ID. The 
COVID-19 coronavirus is that perfect storm, he sees his goal clearly in sight, and 
now has unleashed the necessary billions to make it a reality. 
When the vaccine is ready, it will be mandatory, so start thinking and praying 
now, right now, about what you will tell the authorities when they come to inject 
and chip you. But wait, you say, that’s impossible, you say. Bill Gates doesn’t 
have the power to do that, you exclaim. The governments of the whole world 
would never do that, you say. I say to you, it’s already happening, the whole 
world is already locked down. Look around you, tell me what you see. I see the 
whole, entire world right now that is changing and reforming itself into the New 
World Order while we watch. It is happening, it has happened, it will happen. 
Every nation is talking about being “at war with an invisible enemy“, right? 
They’re going to send in Bill Gates as the saviour with the ‘magic shot’ and the 
digital ID. There will be no other way. It’s over. 

 
Luciferian Ezekiel Emanuel: 'We Cannot Return to Normal Until There's a Vaccine' 
Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel, an architect of Obamacare and special adviser to the 
director-general of the World Health Organization, told MSNBC’s The Last Word 
that the United States cannot return to normal until a Chinese coronavirus 
vaccine is available, which he speculated could take between 12-18 months.

 
SHOCKING! Historian Exposes Bill Gates' Ties To NAZIs And More 
Play: https://banned.video/watch?id=5e8c9ef7475781009430c49d 

 
Massive fraud alert: Coronavirus “recovery” bill gives Fed control over $450 
billion in SECRET — who’s going to get this money? 
As reported by POLITICO, one little-noticed provision in the recently passed $2.2 
trillion CARES Act provides the Federal Reserve with a nice pile of money — $450 
billion to be specific — that it can do with what it pleases, basically, as long as it 
is called ‘relief.’ 
Not only that, but the Fed will be able to ‘manage’ these funds with far less 
oversight, meaning that it is essentially a secret slush fund that Fed board 
governors can do with as they please. 

 
Twitter CEO Dorsey Donates $1 Billion to “Covid-19 Relief,” Abortion & UBI 
Using coronavirus as his cover, Jack is pumping millions into population control 
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Kelen McBreen | Infowars.com - April 8, 2020 40 Comments  
Jack Dorsey, CEO and co-founder of Twitter, is allegedly shifting $1 billion of his 
equity in the digital payments platform Square to his Start Small LLC in a 
campaign to battle COVID-19. 
Dorsey announced the decision on his platform Twitter, writing, “I’m moving $1B of my 
Square equity (~28% of my wealth) to #startsmall LLC to fund global COVID-19 relief.” 
He also noted that after the pandemic slows down, “the focus will shift to girl’s 
health and education, and UBI.” 
“Girl’s health,” means funding will be directed towards abortion clinics and UBI 
stands for Universal Basic Income.  
https://www.infowars.com/twitter-ceo-dorsey-donates-1-billion-to-covid-19-relief-
abortion-ubi/  

 
NYC ICU physician: "We've been operating under a false medical paradigm... 
patients are slowly being starved of oxygen."  
Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell has just brought forward a critical piece of the puzzle, in 
trying to figure out what in the world is happening.  
Play: https://youtu.be/k9GYTc53r2o  

 
Doctors and Nurses Reveal the Devastating Reality of COVID-19 
Play: https://youtu.be/OVp2U2p4lmE  

 
Listener Comment on “Empty hospitals and waiting rooms explained by someone 
who works in a hospital” 
Scott Johnson’s Comment: OK also I just got a text from my good friend and 
longtime listener this morning (Greg) on a death from Covid-19 of a close friend 
of their family that is imminent. Also my daughter Taylor had a coworker she 
knew personally whose aunt died from Covid-19 and this has all happened in the 
last couple weeks also just received this from a long time listener who is a nurse. 
To add to what is said below it is being commonly reported that when many have 
tried to go to the hospitals or medical centers to be tested, they are being refused 
to be tested.  
From: P… 
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 2:13 PM 
To: Scott Johnson 
Subject: Empty hospitals and waiting rooms explained by someone who works in 
a hospital. 
Hi Dr. Scott…I work in a hospital on the east coast; I have worked in hospitals for 
much of my career. 
Hospitals have always been the most dangerous place to be during any and all 
pandemics throughout all of recorded history.  Period, end of discussion.  That 
being said, I believe many hospitals, particularly in the west (ie US, Canada and 
western Europe) are doing their best to not be the dangerous breading grounds 
they have the potential to be.  All modern Western hospitals have pandemic plans 
in place and all employees get training on them every single year.  Right now 
every hospital I am aware of is implementing these plans and modifying them, 
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specifically, to address Covid19.  I am in a meeting about Covid19 every morning, 
I am not in management, they are giving us information for the day, and 
modifying it as the policy changes. 
We are not doing elective procedures or any other procedure that is 
not considered elective, but the timing can be delayed.  In Western countries, 
elective procedures, or procedures that you don't have to be done immediately, 
accounts for MOST of our business.  This reason alone can account for the empty 
parking lots and empty waiting rooms.  
We are strictly controlling all entrances to the hospital and who comes in them.  
Visitors to the hospital are limited.  Take that into account when you see empty 
parking lots. 
Also, people have been whipped up into a frenzy of fear by the media and are not 
coming to the hospital for treatment they would normally get, and have chosen to 
suffer at home.  This is an important factor in empty ER waiting rooms and empty 
ER parking lots.  What you need to know about an ER, is most of the patients in 
the ER, are not having an emergency, many poor people go to the ER for basic 
medical care.  Anyone who has worked in an ER or works in an 
auxiliary department that services and ER will tell you this.  ER's are pretty empty, 
usually, on days like Christmas and Easter, and big sporting events like the 
Superbowl and on days when the weather is really nice.  It's an ongoing joke we 
tell ourselves.  So, many of those patients are choosing to stay at home right 
now, and suffer with whatever they are suffering from, rather than risk going out. 
Internet consultation is being used extensively as well. 
On the subject of empty Covid19 units.  Every hospital does and publishes a daily 
census report, but they look at the numbers of beds filling up very closely.  In the 
case of the empty Covid19 unit, I promise you when they see that unit starting to 
fill up, they will call a meeting, and start implementing plan B, before it is totally 
full. 
Our hospital does not have any Covid19 patients but we are near an area where it 
is breaking out and we are are geared up for it.  Hospitals are still businesses, 
and they must be able to cover their cost, and the unbelievable amount of lost 
revenue due to all of this, and in the case of my employer,  most of the staff is 
working fewer than the normal hours they would be scheduled.  Our hours 
throughout the entire hospital where I work have been cut, in every department, 
including direct patient caregivers.  In my department alone,  only three persons, 
to the best of my knowledge, are working their full number of hours.  I work in a 
department that is essential to patient care, and I have never seen this happen in 
any hospital I have ever worked in. 
Everything you have reported on about what hospitals are doing right now is true 
and correct, based on my experience, and in fact my employer is actually taking 
stricter measures than you have reported on.  Including restricting our, the 
employees, ability to travel and putting those who do travel outside a certain 
prescribed area on at home quarantine for a full 14 days.  Yes, there are persons 
in my department who are on at home quarantine right now as I write. 
Also we really are having a critical shortage of mask, gowns and other PPE 
(personal protection equipment) items.  These items are back ordered and we and 



are having to take extreme measures, I have never seen taken in my life, to get 
these items.  We are now sterilizing and reusing some of these items, mask in 
particular.  We are also getting the community at large to make us these items, 
and yes, we have made public what we need and the specifications of these mask 
and we will use these homemade items. 
Also there is a critical shortage of nasal collections kits used to collect Covid19 
and other upper respiratory specimens.  You should have seen what we went 
through, to get these items, and these items are now carefully controlled.  If you 
can not collect and transport these specimens you can not send them off for 
testing. 

 
FDA, FTC hit Alex Jones (InfoWars) with warnings over coronavirus claims 
related to silver products… is it time to challenge the FDA’s speech tyranny 
Saturday, April 11, 2020 by: Mike Adams (Natural News) Both the FDA and the 
FTC are on the warpath, issuing strong warning letters to several companies they 
say are promoting silver products as treatments or cures for coronavirus (covid-
19). 
In just the last two days, both InfoWars (Free Speech Systems, LLC) and Genesis 
II Church of Health and Healing have been hit with strong warning letters that 
demand they stop making coronavirus treatment claims for their products. In the 
case of InfoWars, the products are silver-based consumer health products such 
as toothpaste and mouthwash. For Genesis II Church of Health, the product is 
“MMS” (chlorine dioxide). 
In both cases, the FDA has teamed up with the FTC to issue these letters, 
underscoring the intensity of their effort to try to halt the sales of products that 
don’t enrich Big Pharma. 
These regulatory threats are raising questions of why the FDA and FTC claim the right 
to suppress truthful free speech when no law passed by Congress has granted the 
FDA or the FTC power to supersede the First Amendment. If speech about nutritional 
supplements is truthful, why is it “illegal” under FDA rules which are self-written and 
subject to no oversight by Congress or the voters? 
Notably, it is not illegal to sell silver-based products in the United States, as silver is 
used in popular bandage products and is well recognized as having antibacterial 
properties when used topically. It is, however, a violation of the FDA’s slanted 
interpretation of rules to sell silver products along with claims that they treat covid-19. 
When that occurs, the FDA says the seller is making “fraudulent” health claims or selling 
“unapproved drugs,” even when the seller never claimed they were drugs. 
Remember: The FDA still claims there is no such thing as a vitamin, mineral, food 
or nutrient that can prevent or cure any disease. That’s absurd when we all know, 
for example, that scurvy is a disease of vitamin C deficiency and can be cured with 
vitamin C. Similarly, a disease known as “rickets” is caused by a vitamin D deficiency 
and can be cured with vitamin D. Yet such claims are never allowed to be made by 
those who are marketing such nutritional solutions alongside those truthful claims. 
As we have repeatedly pointed out in our own articles, nothing has yet been clinically 
tested to treat, prevent or cure Wuhan coronavirus infections or covid-19. There 
are many promising candidates for such treatments, including hydroxychloroquine, zinc 
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and various vitamins, which is why we’ve called for urgent studies and clinical trials to 
be conducted. 
Yet to this day, virtually the entire medical industry and pharma-funded corporate 
media routinely claim a coronavirus vaccine will be a cure, even when no such 
vaccine even exists. No clinical trials have been conducted whatsoever, yet the entire 
establishment repeatedly claims a coronavirus will be safe and effective despite the 
lack of a single shred of evidence to support such claims. 
CNN, which is largely funded by Big Pharma and therefore has direct financial 
ties to the vaccine industry, hasn’t receive a warning letter from the FDA or FTC 
to stop making unproven marketing claims about a future coronavirus vaccine. 
Nor has MCNBC or, for that matter, Dr. Fauci himself. Why isn’t Bill Gates 
receiving warning letters for making false claims about vaccines that stand to 
generate a windfall of profits for his various companies and organizations? The 
answer is that no vaccine exists yet and therefore vaccine propagandists are allowed 
to make whatever unscientific, unproven claims they wish, without any limits. They are 
“pre-selling” the coronavirus vaccine with lies and fraudulent claims, yet the FDA is 
silent. (In truth, we know the vaccine will be more deadly than the coronavirus 
itself. All attempts at making a SARS vaccine, for example, were a disaster that 
resulted in mass fatalities of the animal test subjects.) 
The truth is, both the FDA and FTC have no limits on the wild, quack science 
claims that are routinely made about vaccines, even when such vaccine efforts rake 
in billions of dollars in grant money and retail profits. Vaccines are never subjected to 
the same regulatory scrutiny as vitamin C, even though vitamin C is a safe, natural 
substance while vaccines are artificial concoctions laced with neurotoxins such as MSG, 
formaldehyde, aluminum and even mercury in certain cases. 
When it comes to scientific evidence supporting nutritional supplements, there 
will never be large-scale clinical trials of vitamins, minerals or natural substances 
such as silver, since those products don’t enrich the Big Pharma drug cartels that 
essentially control the FDA. The FDA is not a neutral party in all this; they 
represent the financial interests of the pharmaceutical industry, and they 
deliberately set very high financial barriers for clinical trials that prohibit smaller 
companies from being able to fund them. 
The far bigger fraud is Big Pharma and the vaccine industry 
What’s my take on all this? I think it’s wrong for anyone to state that their products can 
treat or cure covid-19, given that no such research has been conducted or concluded. 
At the same time, both the FDA and FTC allow drug makers and vaccine makers 
to make outrageously false and misleading claims for their own products that are 
based on cherry-picked, “rigged” science that’s funded and shaped by the drug 
companies themselves. 
For the FDA and FTC to accuse anyone else of engaging in fraudulent practices, 
they first need to examine the Big Pharma frauds that are far more dangerous to 
society (and that literally kill 100,000+ Americans each year). 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-04-11-fda-ftc-hit-alex-jones-infowars-warnings-
coronavirus-silver-speech-tyranny.html 

 
Vitamins C and D Finally Adopted as Coronavirus Treatment 
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Tuesday, April 7, 2020--Dr. Mercola Waking Times 
Remember last year when Washington Post reporters were boldly declaring that 
vitamins C and D could not (and should not) be used against respiratory 
infections? The information I was sharing about their use was deemed so 
dangerous to public health that I was branded as a “fake news” site by self-
appointed, pharma-owned arbiters of truth like NewsGuard. 
How times have changed. After having defamatory lies published about me, 
vitamins C and D are now (finally) being adopted in the conventional treatment of 
novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2. 
That just goes to show that when push comes to shove, the truth eventually 
prevails. When the medicine cabinet is empty, and doctors have limited options, 
suddenly the basics become viable again, and that is good news indeed, as it’s 
likely to save thousands of lives, while keeping health care costs down. 
Vitamin C Treatment Implemented for Coronavirus Infection  
As reported by the New York Post, March 24, 2020: “Seriously sick coronavirus 
patients in New York state’s largest hospital system are being given massive 
doses of vitamin C … Dr. Andrew G. Weber, a pulmonologist and critical-care 
specialist affiliated with two Northwell Health facilities on Long Island, said his 
intensive-care patients with the coronavirus immediately receive 1,500 milligrams 
of intravenous vitamin C. 
Identical amounts of the powerful antioxidant are then re-administered three or 
four times a day, he said … The regimen is based on experimental treatments 
administered to people with the coronavirus in Shanghai, China … 
‘The patients who received vitamin C did significantly better than those who did 
not get vitamin C,’ he said. ‘It helps a tremendous amount 
According to Dr. Ronald Hunninghake, an internationally recognized expert on 
vitamin C who has personally supervised tens of thousands of intravenous (IV) 
vitamin C administrations, vitamin C is “definitely a very underutilized modality in 
infectious disease,” considering “it’s really a premiere treatment” for infections. 
In my March 17, 2020, interview with Dr. Andrew Saul, editor-in-chief of the 
Orthomolecular Medicine News Service, he mentions being in contact with a 
South Korean medical doctor who is giving patients and medical staff an injection 
of 100,000 IUs of vitamin D along with as much as 24,000 mg (24 grams) of IV 
vitamin C. “He’s reporting that these people are getting well in a matter of days,” 
Saul says. 
As explained by Saul, vitamin C at extremely high doses acts as an antiviral drug, 
actually killing viruses. While it does have anti-inflammatory activity, which helps 
prevent the massive cytokine cascade associated with severe SARS-CoV-2 
infection. 

 
How Hydrogen Peroxide Can Help Covid-19 Coronavirus? 
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola April 09, 2020  
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) consists of a water molecule (H2O) with an extra 
oxygen atom. The oxygen inactivates viral pathogens by breaking down the viral 
structure.  
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To prevent an infection from taking hold, begin treatment at first signs of 
symptoms. Commercially available 3% hydrogen peroxide can be used for this 
purpose, and can be used without dilution for 10 to 15 minutes, four times a day, 
until your symptoms are relieved  
To perform this treatment, you need but two items: a nebulizer with a face mask 
that covers your mouth and nose that emits a fine mist, and common household 
3% hydrogen peroxide, available at most grocery stores and pharmacies for less 
than $1. 
Comment: Also For lung infections nebulize 100ppm Invive Mild Silver Protien 
directly into the lung fields for 3-4 minute intervals several times per day. If you 
want to make a 100ppm solution (and you have a 5000ppm bottle) just divide 5000 
by 100 to get: 50.  So you would add 50 parts distilled water to 1 part 5000ppm to 
make a 100ppm solution.  
Also regarding nebulizer recomendations just research nebulizers on Amazon for 
the best ones, but this looks like a great one: https://www.amazon.com/Crane-
Rechargeable-Allergies-Congestion-
Irritations/dp/B07X6873BB/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2LAEU32MI4UN3&dchild=1&keyword
s=nebulizer&qid=1585971367&sprefix=nebuli%2Caps%2C213&sr=8-3  
------------------------------------- 
However, it would be better to purchase the more expensive food grade hydrogen 
peroxide as it doesn't have any stabilizers in it. Stabilizers are proprietary and 
companies don't need to disclose them on the label, but some can be 
problematic. Typically food grade peroxide comes in concentrations higher than 
3% so you will need to dilute it down to 3% to use it. 
Viruses are not "alive" per se. They need a live host in which they can infect live 
cells that then replicate the viral DNA and RNA. Once a cell is infected, newly 
replicated viruses exit the cell and move on to the next cell to duplicate the 
process. 
So, when we talk about "killing" a virus, we're really talking about inactivating 
them by breaking down their structure. This is why soap works so well. 
Coronaviruses are held together by a lipid (fatty) coating. Soap dissolves this fat 
membrane, causing the virus to fall apart and become harmless. 
More specifically, the fat-like substances in soap are structurally similar to the 
lipids found in the virus membrane, so the soap molecules compete with and 
replace the fats in the membrane. In so doing, the "fatty glue" holding the virus 
together dissolves. 
Hydrogen peroxide works in a similar way. As noted by Levy, "the way to control 
any viral infection is not to kill the virus; rather, the infected cells that have been 
turned into viral factories must be killed."  
Your immune cells actually produce hydrogen peroxide. This is in part how your 
immune system kills cells that have been infected with a virus. By killing the 
infected cell, viral reproduction is stopped. So, hydrogen peroxide therapy is in 
essence only aiding your immune cells to perform their natural function more 
effectively. 
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/04/09/hydrogen-peroxide-
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https://www.amazon.com/Crane-Rechargeable-Allergies-Congestion-Irritations/dp/B07X6873BB/ref=sr_1_3?crid=2LAEU32MI4UN3&dchild=1&keywords=nebulizer&qid=1585971367&sprefix=nebuli%2Caps%2C213&sr=8-3
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/04/09/hydrogen-peroxide-therapy.aspx
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Recommend Protocol For Viruses 
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and 
medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of you 
and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make 
decisions in all health matters, you must educate yourself. The views and nutritional 
advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for 
conventional medicine. If you have a severe medical condition, see a competent 
physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my goal is to help you to make physical and 
nutritional changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself. 
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:  
++ Note: Due to being flooded with orders and major supplier issues, my inventory is 
changing by the day; so if the product is highlighted in green below, I do have that 
supplement in stock or coming in. The ones that are not highlighted I still carry, but I am 
not sure when I will get them. I will be updating this section often. ‘Innate Response’ 
brand is becoming harder and harder to get.  
++ Note: Selenium, Vitamin C, Zinc, Calcium, Vitamin D-3 and Iodine can easily 
become depleted from aggressive viruses 
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:  
++ Please note you cannot order off the links below, they are there for purely 
informational purposes. For more information or how to order see further below.  
My choices of selenium: 
Innate Response Selenium 90 Tablet 28.00 
Genestra Selenium CWS 0.5 fl oz (15 ml) 14.00 
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Selenium 2 oz. 15.00 
New Se-Zyme Forte (100 T) 16.00 
My choices of Vitamin C: 
++ I recommend that every adult take at least 6 to 12 grams of vitamin C per day (but 
you can go double that is you feel you are infected) for optimum dosing. Space out your 
dosages every 2-4 hours ideally.  
Innate Response Vitamin C-400 180ct 73.00  
Innate Response C-Complete Powder 81gm 31.00 
Bio-C Plus 1000™ (100 T) 27.00 
New MegaFood C Defense Gummies 90 count 27.00 
Pharmax Vitamin C Powder (Magnesium Ascorbate) 8.8 oz (250 grams) 31.00 
New Mixed Ascorbate Powder™ (300 g) 40.00 
New Douglas Labs Ester C Plus 100 capsules 28.00 
My choices of Zinc:  
Zn-Zyme Forte(100 T) 15.00  
Davinci Labs ZINC LOZENGE 60(ct) Lemon Flavored 9.00 
My choices of Calcium/Magnesium products: 
Davinci Labs CAL MAG 180 tablets 23.00 
Davinci Labs CAL-MAG CITRATE POWDER 30 Servings (164 gr) 4.9 oz 19.00 
New C/Cal/Mag Powder™ (220 gr) 23.00 
New Ca/Mg-Zyme™ (Ca & Mg) (360 T) 32.00 
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New Douglas Labs Cal/Mag Citrate 250 capsules 29.00 
Children's lines I carry that help the immune system: 
MegaFood Kids Multivitamin Soft Chew 30 count 25.00 
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs 13.00 
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count 27.00 
MegaFood Elderberry Immune Support Gummy 90 ct 29.00 
For a excellent tasting dedicated whole food vitamin C powder for children (and adults) I 
recommend:  
Innate Response C Complete Powder - 81 gm 31.00 
These are the Vitamin D-3 products Dr. Johnson carries: 
Innate Response Vitamin D 5,000 60 count 34.00 
Innate Response Vitamin D-3 (2000 IU)- 90 count 45.00 
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs 13.00 
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count 27.00 
New Davinci Labs A.D.K 60 capsules 31.00  
New Bio-DK Caps 60ct™ 32.00 
Iodine Products Dr. Johnson carries: 
Iodoral High potency Iodine/Potassium Iodide Supplement (12.5mg iodine/iodide)- 180 
tablets 57.00 
Iodoral High Potency Iodine/Potassium Iodide Supplement (12.5mg)- 90 tablets 31.00 
Iodoral IOD (50mg iodine/iodide)- 30 tablets 37.00 
New Iodizyme-HP™ (120 T) 34.00 
--------------------------------------------- 
For more information email: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com 
God bless!--Dr. J.  
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Corona Virus or SARS:  (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome):  
Invive Mild Silver Protein 5000ppm (or preferably 10,000 ppm if you can afford it)  
- 15 cc (= "measuring" TABLEspoon), every 4 hours till asymptomatic. 
++Invive 5000ppm Mild Silver Protein ++ When combating an advancing presentation of 
Corona Virus or SARS within the subject individual, it is “MANDATORY” to maintain a 
“STEADY STATE” of Silver in your bloodstream every 4 hours = 6 times per day for 
adults of 120 lbs and up, (but reduced for children via percentage of their bodyweight in 
relation to 120 lbs.).   
++ For More Information or to purchase the Invive Silver go to: http://www.dr-
johnson.com/  
Proactive Measures In the Event of a Pandemic 
5000 Mild Silver Protein (M.S.P.) Suggested Therapeutic Dosing Guidelines 
1tsp.-1tbsp. for every 30 lbs. of bodyweight per day; if you have been exposed or if you 
have a virulent virus/Pandemic. The 1 tbsp. dosage would be used for life threatening 
situations.  This dosage should be equally broken up and taken in 3 hour intervals. Stay 
at home and avoid contact with the populace till the outbreak passes. If taking the 
M.S.P. drink at least 8, eight ounce glasses of purified water per day. M.S.P. can be 
used topically over an infectious site. Because the 5000 PPM M.S.P. is only available in 
4 ounce bottles it would be wise to keep at least a few bottles for each adult family 
member and 1-2 for each child in your household. View this like an insurance policy that 
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hopefully you will never have to use.  Even if you don’t use this product in the event of a 
pandemic, it can be diluted and taken on an everyday basis to keep the immune system 
strong. 
++ Because Invive Silver is so stable it has a 25 year minimum shelf life.  There is no 
colloidal silver in any form that can even come close to their shelf life or potency; nor 
has there been one case of Argyria (turning gray) reported from taking Invive Silver.  
++ For More Information or to purchase the Invive Silver go to: http://www.dr-
johnson.com/  

 
                                             

Updated Online PowerPoint Audio’s of the above teaching by Scott 
Johnson: 
Avian Flu/Pandemics: What to Expect & How to Prepare (1-16) 
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history 
Avian Flu, Population Control, H5N1, Biological Warfare: 1-5 
Dr. Johnson’s Preparedness, Survival, Pandemic Teachings  
View all of Dr. Johnson's Online Video Presentations in 'Playlist' 
Succession 
Dr. Johnson YouTube Website: http://www.youtube.com/av161177777  

Further Proactive Measures                                                                                                                                                              
Invest in a "personal nebulizer" as the M.S.P. can be put into this devise and atomized 
into the lungs and nasal passages.  Use 100ppm Invive Mild Silver Protein strength for 
nebulizer use.                                                                                                
Gas Mask Recommendations: Invest in gas masks for each member of your 
household.  But remember the gas mask is only as good as the seal to your skin, so 
don’t put all you eggs in this basket.  SGE 150 Protective Mask at: 1-877-AGM-1010 
www.approvedgasmasks.com/sge150.htm 
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